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Abstract
Purpose – In further conceptualizing a novel generative knowledge management system (KM/KMS), this
paper aims to focus on identifying andmitigating the risks related to its envisaged scaling from a prototype to
an application with a rapidly growing user base.
Design/methodology/approach – It follows up on prior publications using design science research
(DSR) methodologies in compliance with theory effectiveness, a principle expecting system designs to be
purposeful in terms of utility and communication. The KMS perspective taken prioritizes a decentralizing
agenda benefiting knowledge workers while also aiming to foster a fruitful co-evolution with conventional
organizational KM approaches.
Findings – The utilization and further extension of the CKDT and a “scalable innovation” heuristic are
assisting the detecting of potential scaling risks related to the logics and logistics, generative interoperability,
technological capacitating, knowledge dynamics and value chain which further validates the viability of the
proposed KM concept and system.
Research limitations/implications – Although the prototype development is still in progress, the
paper conforms to the DSR practice to report on early visions of technology impact on users, organizations
and society but also reflects on expectations of viability, desirability and commitment, as well as the system’s
prospect as a general-purpose-technology or disruptive innovation.

Originality/value – In addition to the novel KM-related perspectives, the paper’s practical emphasis on the
scaling of more complex systems is rarely dealt with in the literature due to the respective projects’ often
large-scale collaborative nature, broad methodological scope and diverse stakeholders’ interests. In this case,
the task is eased as prior DSR outputs can be referred to.
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1. Introducing a novel perspective in pursuit of generative knowledge
management systems
The predicted embracing of thriving knowledge societies is increasingly
compromised by threatening perceptions of information overload and attention
poverty, opportunity divides and job insecurity. By integrating system dynamics,
discrete-event and agent-based modeling approaches, the roots of these symptoms
have been traced back to causes of information entropy and structural holes, invisible
private and undiscoverable public knowledge (Schmitt, 2016a). The models confirm
recent research results which have used the, it seems, ineffectual sad state of our
current knowledge management (KM) and knowledge creation practices as a point of
departure by:

� using the strengths, vulnerability and intervention assessment related to digital
threats (SVIDT) methodology (Schmitt, 2018a);

� applying recent notions of generative fit and capacities in their technical,
informational and social interpretations (Schmitt, 2019a); and

� focusing on entropy, syntropy and negentropy in recent knowledge creation and
management contexts (Schmitt, 2020a).

These respective findings contribute to a stream of ongoing design science research (DSR)
outputs accompanying a progressing novel KM prototype system development. It aims for a
decentralized generative KM approach that prioritizes the capacity building of autonomous
individual knowledge workers not at the expense of but as a viable means to foster a fruitful
co-evolution with conventional organizational knowledge management systems (KMS/
OKMS). The supporting publications report on the DSR-typical “continually evolving
artefacts and design theories” and on the projected “visions of technology impact [and]
studies of [applied] technology impact on users, organizations and society” (Baskerville
et al., 2018). To strengthen theory effectiveness [1], DSR principles also imply that relevant
existing, as well as emerging, research findings, methodologies and practices need to be
scrutinized to potentially integrate them for continuous design evaluation and knowledge
dissemination. This article, accordingly, newly integrates the concept-knowledge-design
theory (CKDT), a novel thermodynamic knowledge-related approach and a scalable
innovation heuristic.

These methodologies are applied to avoid the inherent system development risk of
underestimating “scaling up” difficulties from promising but narrow experiments to broader
use. It has been said “that computer scientists have a tendency to count ‘1, 2, 3, one million, [. . .]’,
as if scale were insignificant once the first steps were taken” (Brown and Duguid, 2017). This
article, hence, investigates how this risk may be identified and mitigated which leads to the
following research question:

RQ. How can we structure the logic and logistics of a novel KMS development-in-
progress to recognize and communicate potential scaling complexities to improve
its viability and desirability?

As this scaling complexity is rarely addressed in academic papers, the aim is to inform
designers and users alike, as well as to contribute to a research tradition of cumulative
knowledge development which is vital for evolving scientific domains but seems to be
equally challenging for DSR [2] and KM [3]. Accordingly, Section 2 introduces the CKDT
and the thermodynamic knowledge dynamics notion as this article’s underlying
perspectives and Section 3 applies them to the PKMS design and scaling context. Section 4
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differentiates the dynamic interoperability of personal knowledge management system
(PKMS) key features by reflecting on six critical upscaling and downscaling needs which are
being systemically integrated and reviewed in Section 5 discussion and conclusions.

2. Introducing the concept-knowledge-design theory and a thermodynamic
knowledge dynamics approach
CKDT offers an appealing approach supporting continuous design improvements. It
specifically focuses on the iterative nature of developmental processes and promotes the
generative interaction between the two co-evolving spaces of knowledge (as logical
propositions that can be assessed as true or false) and concepts (as attractive propositions
that modifies an existing knowledge space) (Hatchuel et al., 2016) [4]. It has recently been
applied in a knowledge-heritage-context (Section 2.1) which has been further extended
(Section 2.2) to support – together with a thermodynamic KM notion (Section 2.3) – this
article’s scaling considerations.

2.1 Concept-knowledge-design theory and its application in a cuisine-related knowledge
heritage conceptualization
Carvajal-Pérez et al. use CKDT for promoting their idea of “transferring resources for
creativity” by applying known objects in the “elaboration of still unknown objects.” Applying
an extended CKDT framing, they exemplify its utility by offering a case study using “cuisine
books, written by important chefs that were eager to share their knowledge heritage and
generativity with their colleagues.” Aiming for not only sharing knowledge resources but also
the capacities to use them (“creative spirit”), they call for advancing their research to other
formalized generative heritages in domains beyond cuisine, including KM (Carvajal-Pérez et al.,
2018). Their perspectives have been generalized and integrated into Figure 1 as follows.

Figure 1.
The extended CKDT

applied to the
knowledge heritage
(Carvajal-Pérez et al.,

2018) and PKMS
models
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While the true or false propositions of a knowledge-related space (K) is partitioned in object
structures (KO) and value criteria (KC [5] [6]), a corresponding conceptual space (C) represents
interpretable propositions (based on K) sub-dividable in knowledge voids (CV) and progress
principles (CP [7] [8]). Their sequencing results in generative workflows with the distinctive
qualities G1-G4 (which also define the iterative cycles applied in Figure 1, left and right sections):

� G1 (selection/seizing, green arrows): Inspired by existing conceptualizations or
artefacts (from CA to KS) and by their own value criteria (KC), source designers
create compelling artefacts (from KS to CS) and, thus, afford accessibility to their
expertise (KS: provided) to enable recipient designers to select, understand and
reproduce them (K1:obtained affords C0).

� G2 (combining/imbedding, yellow arrows): Generative synergies materialize when
the explicated source designer’s expertise (KS: provided) resonate with the recipient
designer’s own capacity and accessed share (K2) to the world’s available knowledge
heritage (K). The authoritative shared artefacts (CS) may, thus, be re-evaluated and/
or adjusted (C1) and/or new artefacts may be created (C2) by recombining existing
objects (K1 and K2).

� G3 (expanding/collating, red arrow): In contributing to novel knowledge, elements of
the object structure (KO) and value criteria (KC) are extended or created. They may
originate from identifying desirable knowledge voids (CV) missing from or progress
principles (CP) not catered for by the existing object structure (KO). The knowledge
heritage (KS and K) may assist in rectifying the shortcomings by augmenting the
functionalities and affordances of the artefacts (C3).

� G4 (innovating/encompassing, purple arrow): At this stage, the recipient designer
has accumulated the experience to generate innovative concepts (C4) and share
them (CA) by adopting the role of a source designer him/herself and by, for example,
publishing know-how-related books or hosting a respective web site.

2.2 PKMS-related expansion of the extended knowledge-or generative-heritage-related
concept-knowledge-design theory
Knowledge or generative heritage may be defined as sets of knowledge and concepts (e.g.
cookbook or PKMS repository) provided by a source designer (chef or PKMS community
member), which may be assimilated by a recipient designer to enhance his/her generativity
(apprentices or PKMS community members). It can be understood as the capacity to create novel
artefactsmeeting desired properties and affordances (e.g. creative cuisine or knowledge creation).

In the PKMS context, artefacts (CA) include the PKMS itself as a meta-artefact (CM)
resulting from the DSR and system development processes, as well as their supporting
publications. They also cover the envisaged explicated outputs of creativity, authorship,
classification and/or processes resulting from using this meta-artefact (e.g. content and
metrics captured in its repository). The commonalities between the cuisine-related and
PKMS heritage approaches extend to four of the five SICEE model phases linking (as color-
coded in Figure 1) the SICE flows (1S, 2E, 3 C, 4E) to the extended CKDT’s generativity types
(C1-C4):

� 1C-Stewarding/Seizing: Knowledge workers capture individual (tacit or explicit)
knowledge objects (to be referred to as memes) on their PKMS devices by
integrating them with existing content [9].
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� 2I-Imbedding: More complex constructs (memeplexes) are created by adjusting and/
or recombining existing memes.

� 3C-Collating: Additional memes originate from individual creative authorship to
express personal ideas, to fill identified gaps of the continuously scrutinized states
of personal content, and to create knowledge assets [defined as “nonphysical claims
to future value or benefits” (Dalkir, 2011)].

� 4E-Encompassing: The novel appealing content may be voluntarily shared with the
PKMS user community or public.

At this stage, the PKMS approach is deviating by adding a generative level to the extended
CKDT. While a recipient designer in the cuisine-model may take on the role of a source
designer (KS via KS’) and publish his/her own cuisine-heritage-book (new CA/CS), the
PKMS system developers would allow access to the core system functionalities (for
maintenance and further advancement) only to adequately trained associates (via K4’). In
case of a PKMS community user the following applies:

� 5E-Effectuating: A PKMS user simply uploads the content to be voluntarily shared (4E/C4)
to the cloud-based repository (WHOMER for “World Heritage Of MEmes Repository”) to
be consolidated and curated together with other users’ contributions (5E/C5) before being
fed back to the PKMS community (K1 via K1’), to be further detailed in Section 4.2.

As the CKDT’s knowledge (K1-K4), concept (C1-C4) and generativity (G1-G4) levels resonate well
with the PKMS workflows (1S-4E), so are the progressive generative CKDT qualities of the
knowledge and meta-knowledge created. However, while the three respective “cuisine book”
levels (left three columns in Table 1) needed a manual labor-intensive analysis by the researchers
of how the renowned chefs have shared their heritage knowledge [10], the comparable ones of the
PKMS’s digital content (right three columns in Table 1) emerge inevitably from the classifications
applied (Table 2) during the authoring phases and/or from logical determinations by the system:

� The PKMS’s base-level (row 1, Table 1) covers the sequencing and relating of
memes (e.g. headings, text, figures, footnotes, keywords, citations, authors) to
assemble more complex constructs (memeplexes or knowledge assets) while,
conceptually, further classifying, as well as additions of user-or-provider-defined
categories (scripts and topics) may ensue [11].

� At the next level (row 2), any digital construct – if the content is appropriate for the
purpose – may be kept (yardstick category) in its original or decontextualized
configuration for future re-purposing or guidance as, for example, template, sample,
best-practice method, proven heuristic, regulation, tutorial, evaluation criteria or
trial assessment. These generic aids may also be shared or provided via external
services from the PKMS provider or partnering agents. Current inclusions cover, for
example, cases and templates for personal chronological biographies, business
plans, performance appraisals and self-assessment criteria and responses for MBA
program accreditations. Conceptually, this level also covers the personal and
confidential meta-activities concerned with self-development-and-assessment.

� The third level (row 3) covers meta-frameworks for guiding methodological education
and applications as exemplified in the PKM4I/D/E/A/L contexts. Conceptually, the
exchange of ideas, critiques, faults, requirements or plans related to the further
development of the PKMS, its community, and its synergetic alliances with other
platforms are also hosted in the memetic format (Schmitt, 2019a).
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Table 2.
PKMS meta-meme-
framework [16] with
categories, types and
sub-types to
structure PKMS
repositories

Hosts Sources (sub-sources) Uses (sub-uses)

Actors, agents, users Testimonials (Proof Evidence) Memes (Information Units)
Communities, networks Yardsticks (Rules Standards) Authorship (Drafts Notions)
Teams, groups Periodicals (Articles Papers) N ewM emes (Takes Ideas)
Organizations, institutions Events (Reports Papers) Intentions (Tasks Diaries)
Research areas (classifications) Books (Chapters Papers) Forethoughts (Plans)
Industry sectors (classifications) Artefacts (Assets Components) Evaluations (Reflections)
Spaces (location classifications) Repositories (Sites Files Items) Scripts (Themes Frames)
Meta-topics (e.g. RFCD, TOA) Shoe Boxes (Records Notes) Topics (Context Category)

Source: Schmitt, 2016c

Table 1.
Exemplified levels of
a culinary and
PKMS-related
knowledge heritage

Level
Culinary knowledge
spaces (K)

Culinary concept
spaces (C)

Level
SICEE

PKMS-related
knowledge
spaces (K)

PKMS-related
Conceptual spaces (C)

(Carvajal-Pérez et al., 2018; Hatchuel et al.,
2019)

K1 C1 Recipe lists or lego-type
recipes to be followed
without deviation i.e.
fixed set of fabrication/
assembly rules
supported by
categories and
classifications (OS),
tools, techniques, value
criteria

� CVs, e.g.
nourishing
principles

1S-4E Atomic memes
connectable to form
memeplexes
combinable to create
more complex
learning and
knowledge assets, e.
g. documents,
reports, blogs

Topics and scripts to
categorize, classify and
cross-disciplinarily
contextualize captured
memes to ease retention
and prospective
cumulative synthesis
(Usher, 1954)

� CPs, e.g. well-
matched co-
processing
times for menu
or restaurant
settings

G1-G4

K2 C2 Meta-knowledge
focusing on KH1 as
universal generativity
conditions, e.g. generic
adaptable funds/sauces

� CVs, e.g. food
technology
affordances

3C-4E Boundary objects as
decontextualized
generalized memetic
constructs to amplify
understanding,
interpretive
flexibility and shared
transdisciplinary
spaces, e.g. guides,
heuristics, templates

Confidential self-
reflecting memes to
monitor progress via
longer-term plans/
objectives (forethoughts),
shorter-term tasks/
diaries (intentions), and
impacts or feedbacks
(evaluations)

� CPs, e.g.
matching wine
choices

G3-G4

K3 C3 Meta-frameworks in
form of regulatory
knowledge or design
strategies, e.g. well-
composed menus or
events

� CVs, e.g. food
science
implications

4E-5E Supporting
visualized
frameworks, e.g.:

Specifications of PKMS
concepts, systems,
affordances,
methodologies,
processes and impacts
(meta-artefacts) incl.
provisions for the
PKMS educational e-
learning agenda in
support of personal
learning environments

� CPs, e.g.
special-theme
menu creation

G4-G5 � For innovation
� For development
� For empowerment
� For action.
� (Schmitt, 2016b,
2018b, 2019c,
2019b)
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2.3 The thermodynamic knowledge dynamics approach and its synergies with the
concept-knowledge-design theory and PKMS concept
Bratianu’s aim for emphasizing the thermodynamic nature of knowledge dynamics is to
overcome the conventional mechanistic view (Newtonian paradigm) of KM models as
implied by their used metaphors (e.g. knowledge as stocks-and-flows, resources, assets or
capitals) with their inherent – but ill-fitting – features of tangibility, linearity and
“accountingization”. His complementing thermodynamic notion uses the metaphor of energy and
its knowledge-as-a-field-analogy where types of knowledge (rational, emotional and spiritual)
may transmute (in the PKMS case for sustaining viability, desirability and commitment) and
where the notion of entropy applies (Bratianu and Bejinaru, 2019). These entropic consideration
and interdependent knowledge types also constitute vital elements in the PKMS rationale.

3. Concept-knowledge-design theory and thermodynamic approaches in the
PKMS’s design and scaling context
3.1 Positioning of the newly adopted approaches within the PKMS meta-framework
The “mechanistic” stewarding, imbedding, collating, encompassing, effectuating (SICEE)
knowledge flows and stocks have recently been mapped against 12 other renowned
dynamic knowledge creation models resulting in an integrative three-dimensional dynamic
“public-transport-like” map as a visual guide to navigate the intangible KM territories. The
result demonstrated the well-fitting structural embeddedness of the complementing PKMS
concept within these conventional KM-related models (Schmitt, 2019c).

This SICEE model (right part of Figure 1) flows analog the CKDT’s clockwise cycle
(CO-C4), a direction, which has also been adopted in the foraging and sensemaking loops of a
Notional Model for Intelligence Analysis (Pirolli and Card, 2005). The common denominator
of these three dynamic models is the focus on the individual (as designer, knowledge worker
or analyst) who uses his/her tacit know-how and generativity for interpreting, creating and
explicating some kind of artefact and may share it with the world. The PKMS, however,
incorporates a further functional layer (C5, G5).

This layer also complements the conventional KM-models alluded to as exemplified by the
depiction of Nonaka’s theory of organizational dynamic knowledge creation (Nonaka and
Takeuchi, 1995) in Figure 1. While these models acknowledge the individual’s role as
internalizer (transforming explicit into tacit knowledge), the foremost focus on the ability of
teams and institutions [defined as “snapshots of a subset of the ideational field that persevere
while the network itself continues to fluctuate” (Kanengisser, 2014)] to assimilate/share tacit
(socialize) and explicate/repurpose (externalize and combine) knowledge within collaborative
collectives for organizational benefit. Nonaka’s SECI (socializing, externalizing, combining and
internalizing) and Ba cycle (originating, interacting, systemizing and exercising ba/spaces)
operates, hence, in the anti-clockwise fashion depicted (Figure 1, right column) indicating the
potential for a synergetic co-evolution between OKMSs and PKMSs.

To better focus on distinct threats and fixations of the current state of KM (Scholz, 2017;
Schmitt, 2018a), as well as on user needs and system affordances (Schmitt, 2017a), the SICEE/
SECI stocks (triangles) and flows (rectangles) have been aligned to Popper’s Notion of the
Three Worlds (Popper, 1978) and 10 digital ecosystems (ellipses). The resulting PKMS meta-
framework pairs the corresponding elements via the applied color wheel (Figure 1 right). It has
also proven suitable to accommodate criteria used to define sustainable and disruptive
innovations and to positively test the PKMS as a potential general-purpose technology
(Schmitt, 2019b) and is to be further enhanced by the thermodynamic perspective.

It has been argued that the conventional “mechanistic” knowledge creation models –
developed in the former era of information scarcity – are primarily focused on the world: 2’s
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tacit (human minds) and world: 1’s explicit (physical objects and effects) knowledge (Schmitt,
2019a). They neglect the blueish area (Figure 1 right) occupied by world: 3 which Popper
introduced to support his philosophical argument that only formulated thoughts can be shared
and criticized and that the respective content once explicated is standing objectively on its own
(independent of its creators and able to be judged on its ownmerit) (Popper, 1978).

World: 3, so far, bridges the minds’ world: 2 and the physical world: 1 only metaphorically
as – to become accessible and elicit impact – it still needs to be resourcefully combined and
encoded (records) or encapsulated (artefacts) in concrete physical objects. A prior paper
(Schmitt, 2018a) adapted the metaphors of “big-T and small-T Theories” (O’Raghallaigh et al.,
2011) to demonstrate that the underlying transformation processes generate redundancies,
fragmentations, inconsistencies, replications, deletions, untraceabilities, corruptions and decay
which – in today’s state of accelerating never-before experienced attention-consuming
information abundance – add to a no longer sustainable practice. Over fifty years ago, Simon
already reasoned that progress in a knowledge-rich world depends on extracting the
redundancy (entropy) and strengthening and exploiting the patterns (negentropy) of the world
so that far less information needs to be read, written or stored (Simon, 1971).

The entropic perspective taken by the PKMS, however, extends to other related
“unsustainable” developments as well where the “thermodynamic” perspective cuts across
tacit and explicit knowledge to better address the rational (world: 1), emotional (world: 2)
and spiritual (world: 3) concerns of sustainable viability, desirability and commitment.

3.2 Knowledge management system development as a wicked problem space in search of a
dominant design
Dominant designs achieve wide acceptance and usage due to their usefulness. Able to win
over stakeholders’ allegiance in the marketplace, they may challenge key aspects of a
conventional world view by favoring paradigm shifts and lead to new standards. Due to this
allegiance, they persist over time and may result in a quasi-irreversibility of switching costs
related to alternative options and positive externalities from supply-side learning and/or
demand-side network effects (Cantner and Vannuccini, 2012).

In reviewing the representative literature of KM evolution over time, Handzic suggests
differentiating its historic stages as fragmentation, integration and fusion and predicts
extension, specialization and reconceptualization (including decentralization) as potential
KM futures (Handzic, 2017). By adjusting this perspective, prior publications argued that
current KMSs can be still considered as:

� divorcing the interests of organizations and knowledge workers (instead of fusing
them);

� prioritizing preservation of intellectual capital over generative innovativeness
(instead of integrating them); and

� growing the entropy of knowledge (instead of defragmenting it) (Schmitt, 2018a,
2019a, 2020a).

With these increasing concerns not catered for one can conclude that a dominant design has
not been able to emerge yet and that the current sorry KMS state does not present an
effectual barrier for better solutions and superior collaborative services (Schmitt, 2019b).

These unsustainable concerns contribute to a “wicked” KM problem space and manifest
themselves across all three Popperian Worlds [12]. Isolated changes – as a KM framework
cluster analysis (Heisig, 2009) and the change-equilibrium model (Leavitt, 1962) suggest –
are likely to affect more than just one of four clusters (technologies: artefacts including
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storage devices; human factors: people, culture, leadership; organizational aspects: structures
and processes; tasks and management: operations and controlling). Any effective change
process, hence, needs to holistically consider the potential interdependencies. Section 4
presents how six scaling-related PKMS design interventions are structured to interoperate
(summarized later in Figure 4).

4. Ensuring interoperability between six scaling-and-entropy-related PKMS
design interventions
Interoperability is the “ability to join up data [information or knowledge] from different sources
in a standardized and contextualized way.” By making consistency and completeness key
objectives of the PKMS concept, time, efforts, expenses, frustrations and risks are expected to
diminish with the strengthening of accessibility, re-usability, decision-support, collaborativity
and accountability (Steele and Orrell, 2017). As entropy is – in terms of information theory –
defined as the opposite of information, organization, order or improbability (de Rosnay, 1979),
PKMSs reduces entropy in favor of structure or neg(ative)entropy. However, as increasing
entropy can also be interpreted as beneficial for organizational innovativeness (Bratianu, 2019),
the following provisions have been applied in this article to avoid confusion:

� Entropy (negative generativity) applies to the negative effects of knowledge
duplication and missing relationships (world: 3).

� Generativity (positive entropic effects) applies to the organizational enabling
environment of people and systems (world: 1/2).

� Negentropy (negative entropy) applies in contexts of reducing entropy (world:3) and
increasing generativity (world: 1/2).

4.1 Upscaling technological viability and affordances (world: 1) to support decentralized
infrastructures and accessibility
Technological efforts to reduce entropy are not new. When the increasing volume (amount),
velocity (time-criticality), variety (multiplicity of sources), veracity (accuracy) and variability
(change patterns) of data and information overwhelmed earlier flat file databases due to
unmaintainable redundancy and compromised referential integrity, relational database
management systems (RDBMS) replaced them by providing normalized table structures as
proposed by Codd in 1970 (Date, 2006). In our digital age, these RDBMSs – confronted with a
further accelerating rise of the 5Vs – have become a bottleneck for many big data applications.
The solution are cloud-based noSQL databases supported by rapid development platforms.

These recent technological advances allow for the setup and utilization of a single
standardized memetic record structure, which can accommodate all the information and
meta-data stored in the centralized WHOMER noSQL repository [13]. The links defined and
captured during users’ authorship activities represent the associatively indexing approach
proposed for Bush’s “Memex” (Bush, 1945) and are saved as self-referential fields
complementing the memetic record. This meme-based or memetic approach allows
substituting the traditional “book-age” document-centric storage paradigm. The latter still
favors the “over-simplistic modeling of digital documents as monolithic blocks of linear
content” which necessitates “replicating content via copy and paste operations, instead of
digitally embedding and reusing parts of digital documents via structural references”
(Signer, 2010).

Technological scaling, hence, must meet the transformational needs within the SICEE
value chain without suffering from potentially emerging constraining bottlenecks. To assist
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Figure 2.
“Scalable innovation”
elements (Shteyn and
Shtein, 2016) in the
CKDT and PKMS
context
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assessing this risk, Shteyn and Shtein have advanced a generic heuristic termed “scalable
innovation” (interlinking core elements of sources, distribution, payload, control and tools)
(Shteyn and Shtein, 2016), which has been applied by further augmenting the extended
CKDT. Using the CKDT for the PKMS concept confirms the necessity of four types of C-K
operators (Hatchuel et al., 2017) (Figure 2 top row):

� K-C: conceptualizing of new ideas based on context-relevant clusters scripted from a
cumulatively synthesized prior knowledge base;

� C-C: progressive refinement and structuring of the ideation process and outcomes
based on test-results, self-reflection and external feedback;

� C-K: diffusion via PKMS and other media of uniquely synthesized prior and new
understandings (e.g. causes, needs, processes, resolutions, outcomes, impacts or
failures) potentially supported by demonstrations and prototypes/artefacts;

� K-K: repurposing of meme-based publication content as learning assets or uptake of
disseminated specifics by other agents via quotes and citations.

Figure 2 populates these categories (shown as lightly colored background areas) with the
“scalable innovation” types which constitute the “five essential, functional elements of any
system [where any element] can be a system in its own right and any system can become an
element in another system.” This system lens focuses on a better understanding of the
system and interface functionalities “to predict and more effectively influence system
development, avoiding costly mistakes, while accelerating the pace and the success rate of
innovation.” System interfaces, especially, are high-value innovation targets, as they may
enable potentially interchangeable elements to interact with each other (Shteyn and Shtein,
2016). These types’ descriptions have been modified to fit the KM context:

� Sources: Entities that provide the input (memes) for the system tools by either
capturing external data, information and knowledge (via desk or field research) or
by accessing the PKMS internal service repositories.

� Tools: Entities that produce the primary outputs and deliver the desired system-
level outcomes.

� Distribution: Entities that deliver memes and relationships from sources to tools.
Distribution parts, routes or channels connect single and multiple sources to single
or multiple tools.

� Packaged payloads: Information structures flowing through the distribution
channels from sources toward tools. The term ‘packaged’ emphasizes the need for
specific formats and content to ensure the reliable delivery to the tool.

� Controls: Functional elements responsible for setting up and orchestrating
interactions between various sources, tools, distributions and packaged payloads, as
well as the user’s experience of the entire system. Controls ensure that all elements
coordinate their actions.

4.2 Downscaling entropy (world: 3) by reducing redundancies via meme-based knowledge
representation and centralized curation services
Figure 2 (row 2) shows the PKMS’s SICEE cycle (stewarding, imbedding, collating,
encompassing, effectuating) including their affiliation with the generativity types
discussed earlier (C1-C5 in top row and Figure 1). The multi-colored octagons in between
the individual workflows depict the most relevant “tool” entities and interim PKMS
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system states. Row 3 adds a further element type “feedback” which may also be
regarded as a reverse payload, while row 4 contains the packaged payloads (which also
physically account for the generativity types C1-C5 in row 1 and Figure 1) visually
wrapped within their corresponding distribution channels. Below the relevant sources
and controls are presented.

The ten colors from the color wheel have been retained from Figure 1 and previously
published visuals. The color-coding is further supported by labeling of the elements shown
(numeric digits: areas 0–9; then: TDPSCF to indicate the “scalable innovation” element type;
then: C for concept and K for knowledge-related). By further detailing Section 2.2, the following
description traces the SICEEworkflow from left to right as indicated by the arrows.

The payload [01PC] supplied by the PKMS user [OTKC] stems from memes selected from
the PKMS repository [890PK] personally enriched by own ideas and/or extracted memes from
external sources [01SC] to form payload [12PC] to be captured in the decentralized PKMS device
[2TC] (Imbedding [C2]). Stored original or modified memes may be further classified, edited,
combined or related to each other to form the memeplexes or knowledge assets (collating [C3])
that are deposited [234PC] in an individual or institutional database [4TC] for retention or further
sensemaking and authoring. From there they can be externally shared or published [dotted
arrow] or voluntarily shared via payload [456PC] with the centralized WHOMER repository
[6TCK]. All these activities are based on the distribution streams [0-6DKC] which are controlled
by the personal decentralized autonomous but networked PKMS device/application [8-6C].

PKMS’s centralized WHOMER repository [6TCK] receives the numerous shared updates
from their individual community members [456PC] to be encompassed (defined as to surround
and have or hold within, include comprehensively, or cause something to take place) by executing
WHOMER curation services. These processes integrate the aggregated individual members’
updates, as well as updated and novel content from the PKMS provider (derived in the sameway
as described above) [67SK]with its already existing knowledge base for further curation [67PK].

These added-value curation services [78SK] vet the individual memes (including their
relationships) to identify any duplicates. Identical memes shared by the diverse sources are
merged while their bi-directional memetic links and usage histories are fused to preserve the
full content provided. A reference record of every meme shared is kept, even if it might be
blocked from dissemination due to, for example, legal, ethical or falsification reasons, so that
any identical meme uploaded in the future is, hence, identifiable to trigger appropriate
actions. Further services detailed in a previous article [e.g. reporting and notifications,
learning assets and boundary objects or metrics (Schmitt, 2020a)] complete the effectuating
workflow (defined as to put into force or operation [C5]) and their outputs are actualizing the
payload [78PK] to be distributed to collaborating OKMSs or learning management systems
(LMS) [dotted arrow] and to the PKMS community [8TK]. The latter includes commonly
shared content and individualized subsets [890PK] accessible via the seizing/stewarding
workflow [C1] by individual PKMS users [0TKS].

The workflows described (prior three paragraphs) form, thus, a closed iterative cycle,
which continuously removes otherwise attention-consuming entropy from the content and
aggregates traceabilities (associative integrity) available to PKMS users. The rounded
feedback rectangles [01FK, 67FK, 78FK, 89FK] complement the payload streams by
representing micro-macro-micro feedbacks and communications within and between PKMS
administration and PKMS community. They are vital to produce self-organization and
synchronization and have been addressed in more detail in earlier publications (Mella, 2017;
Schmitt, 2019a). This centralized curating section is managed by the distribution [6-0DKC]
and control [6-8C] elements.
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4.3 Upscaling the Popperian third world from an abstract philosophical construct to a
tangible instantiation
A key objective of the in Section 4.2 described curation services is to edify and entice a
cooperative PKMS user community by providing recallable, actualized, non-entropic,
tangible, accessible, interrogatable and editable content and related citation/reputation
metrics to be seized and repurposed in continuous iterative cycles of cumulative synthesis.

The consolidation and curation of this interrelated, associatively indexed, multi-disciplinary
content is envisaged to steadily mature – with a growing community and meme base – into a
single unified digital knowledge repository representing the tangible interrogatable equivalent
of the philosophical notion of Popper’s abstract intangible inaccessible third world.

In this emerging process, the PKMS is, thus, able to better address the entropic
unsustainability of current KM approaches as alluded to in prior publications (Schmitt,
2019a, 2020a, 2020b) and summarized in Table 3. Depending on the network effects of
increasing adoption rates (Section 4.5), the PKMS knowledge base in its WHOMER
repository is expected to scale by rapidly growing its novel, as well as its historic content.

4.4 Upscaling innovativeness and generativity (world: 1) by enabling negentropic cumulative
synthesis
On the one hand, the PKMS repository serves as a reference, resource, and output space. It
affords transforming “existing knowledge by introducing new objects [curated explicated
conceptualizations of PKMS community members] and maintaining the definition of older
ones.” As transforming “unknown objects into new known ones plays a major role in the
formalization of the creative process,” creative thinking is interpreted as a design process of
new ideas and/or artefacts (Hatchuel et al., 2017).

On the other hand, PKMS workflows follow the notion of “cumulative synthesis” (Usher,
1954, 2013) to assure a wider transdisciplinary applicability of the content stored. Usher
regards the emergence of novelty “as an accumulation of many individual items over a
relatively long period of time [where] the magnitude of the individual item is small” or
uncertain but may be-come suddenly relevant by perceiving a problem or opportunity as an
incomplete or unsatisfactory pattern; which prompts the setting of an appropriate stage to
assemble all the data deemed essential to a solution; to facilitate acts of insight and
conceptualizations; followed by critical revisions and full mastery of the new pattern (including
prototyping); as one of the pre-requisites for a successful innovation (Usher, 2013). Being able to
interlink with Lane’s theory of “exaptive bootstrapping” (Lane, 2011) as demonstrated
previously (Schmitt, 2019a), the unique memes and their associative relationships captured and
classified (see Table 2 for an exemplification of the classification system) in a PKMS repository

Table 3.
Causes of undesired
entropy clusters and

effects of PKMS
interventions

(� reducing,þ
improving)

Public knowledge-related entropies Private knowledge-related entropies

Discoverable
knowledge

Information entropy Online and publishing realities
Information overload (�) More rapid iterative Improvement (þ)
Attention poverty, mobility (�) Innovation and reputation systems (þ)

Undiscoverable
knowledge

Structural Holes, Islands, Siloes Invisible work, scaffolding
Ineffective utilization Non-linear relationships
Deficient awareness/education Unproductive rework (�)
Innovation and opportunity divides (�) Holistic understanding (þ)

Source: Schmitt, 2020a
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are able to afford an aggregated heritage of intellectual, social, emotional and spiritual capital
across domains. Although not every meme and functionality attribution captured or created
may be of immediate utility, what might be considered to be irrelevant or misguided at a given
timemay turn out to be valuable later, and vice versa (Garud et al., 2016).

In a world of rapidly expanding complexity and exponentially increasing information
abundance, knowledge curation and management tools will be vital to free the time and
space for innovative generativity. Multiple frameworks have been put forward suggesting
attributes describing what such tools ought to afford as summarized in Table 4. While their
authors have exemplified tools able to only partially cover aspects of their frameworks, the
PKMS key features and affordances have been assessed as aligned to all of these 26
generativity-related attributes (Schmitt, 2019a).

4.5 Upscaling desirability of PKMS usage (world: 2) by knowledge workers
Ultimately, succeeding digital innovations require that their suitability is recognized by a
growing user community to ensure network effects, a characteristic of goods whose value
increases at a geometric rate as more people possess and use them (Garon, 2011) either as-
first time users or by switching from currently used technologies that do not meet their
needs. These effects, hence, also feature in general-purpose-technology criteria [summarized
in Figure 3 bottom left (Cantner and Vannuccini, 2012)].

To create PKMS awareness and desire among potential users, a multi-stage appreciation
model (Mostert, 2012) has been adapted (Figure 3 bottom-left, six grey-scaled levels): “a user
just appreciates the idea of the PKMS (aesthetic elegance creates curiosity), followed by
recognizing a close match with hihe/sher own views (schematic resonance adds validity),
then with hihe/sher own experiences and needs (contextual relevance adds significance), the

Table 4.
Generativity
attributes of systems,
digital artefacts,
fitness-utility-model
and three degrees of
freedom model

Systems and digital artefacts Process and resonance fitness, degrees of freedom

Generativity attributes (Systems): Evolutionary characteristics of the fitness-utility-model
(Eck et al., 2015) based on Zittrain (2008): (Gill and Hevner, 2013; Schmitt and Gill, 2019)

Social generativity (process fitness attributes):
� Leverage � Decomposability
�Adaptability �Malleability
� Ease of mastery � Openness
�Accessibility �Antifragility
� Transferability

Informational generativity (resonance fitness attributes):
� Novelty
� Interestingness
� Elegance

Immediate characteristics (I) and corollary attributes (C) Degrees of freedom (DOF) model (van Osch, 2012)
(Eck et al., 2015) based on Kallinikos et al. (2013): Cognitive (C), Technological (T), Structural (S) DOFs:
� Interactivity (I) � Reflection (C)
� Editability (I) � Interaction (C)
� Reprogrammability (I) � Representation (C)
� Distributedness (I) � Tailorability (T)
�Modularity (C) � Openness (T)
� Granularity (C) � Transience (S)
� Reflexive dynamics (C) � Laterality (S)
Source: Schmitt, 2020a
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added value toward his/her own circumstances is realized (opportunity based on utility),
followed bymaking it a personal priority (responsibility for advancement) and with the final
stage of successful implementation and utilization (enactment)” (Schmitt, 2016b).

To stay an active user the added personal value generated by the PKMS need to
significantly outstrip the perceived inconveniences due to time, effort and self-discipline
invested. To tip the scale in the PKMS’s favor, a motivational integrative 12-step-heuristic
has been developed and named PKM for development (PKM4D) framework. Figure 3 (top-
left, six colored levels). The visual depicts six PKMS intervention levels (scaping, sight
setting, socializing, striving, systemizing and scaling) each aligned to one of the primary
PKMS ecosystems and guided by two generic needs which closely correspond to Maslow’s
extended hierarchy of needs (Koltko-Rivera, 2006).

Each of the 12 sub-needs (first part of the descriptors) represents an increasingly
desirable state (exciters and delighters) of personal development (corresponding to distinct
affordances conferred by the PKMS to its proficient users). An absence of these affordances
results in detrimental effects (second “vs” part of the descriptors) for any individual
(inhibitors and demotivators). A detailed description defining every intervention and sub-
need is available in a prior publication (Schmitt, 2016b).

By introducing progressively higher development states to which individual knowledge
workers should be able to aspire for increasing their potential professional satisfaction,
the PKM4D framework resembles Erikson’s psycho-social model’s “generative” logic where
becoming proficient with prior levels equips individuals with the essentials to master the
steps ahead (Erikson, 1950; Schmitt, 2019a). If such progress is denied (due to enduring
barriers and fixations or lack of adequate support and tools), the negative consequences are
likely to result in dissatisfaction and frustration. These effects aggregate across a society to
contribute to the various opportunity divides currently discussed [e.g. access, digital,
learning, skills or innovation divides (Giebel, 2013)].

The PKM4D framework, thus, facilitates self-reflection and assessment from setting personal
targets to executing societal interventions in the individual, organizational and societal generative
capacity development contexts of knowledge societies. Due to its functionalities and affordances
(effecting all needs, intervention, and ecosystem levels), the PKMS offers a socially relevant tool
to tackle opportunity divides independent of space (e.g. developed or developing countries), time
(e.g. study or career phase), discipline (e.g. social science) or role (e.g. student, professional or
leader). By joining a community of like-minded knowledge workers, individuals further acquire
“awholly personal benefit of association, self-identification and self-worth” (Garon, 2011).

4.6 Upscaling organizational KMS acceptance and effectiveness (world: 2) by co-serving the
self-interest and commitment of knowledge workers
PKMSs accommodate social actors with highly diverse skills (gifts) and ambitions (ends) to
gainfully utilize its resources and generative potential (means) in dynamic personal and local
settings (contexts). The associated effects and needs have been closer analyzed in a recent
paper (Schmitt and Gill, 2020). Organizational KMSs, by comparison, serve rather
homogeneous groups of clients with aligned strategic institutional intents, set monolithic
costly document-centric technologies and steady operational plans and hierarchical
structures. Fragmented due to need-to-contribute/process/know divisions, they overly
engage in top-down centralized content acquisition and collection and top-down collaborative
community-of-practice management. These content and collaboration functionalities are
often not well integrated (Figure 4 left exemplifies Earl’s Schools of KM previously further
analyzed in the PKMS context (Earl, 2001; Schmitt, 2016d, 2018c).
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An OKMS’s objective, hence, focuses on improving “organizational capabilities through
better use of the organization’s individual and collective knowledge resources” (Probst,
1998) and on maximizing “the enterprise’s Intellectual-Capital-related effectiveness and
returns in all its forms” (Wiig, 2011). However, as too many of these KM efforts were not able
to deliver on their promises (Wilson, 2002; Schütt, 2003; Malhotra, 2004; Pollard, 2008; Frost,
2011), a worldwide study among KM experts emphasized a future of interactive KM
technologies able to combine human and technological factors, afford appropriate tools and
systems, focus on practical relevance and systematic instruction and bridge generational
divides (Heisig, 2014; Sarka et al., 2014).

While PKMSs assist in developing individual’s absorptive capacity (AC, defined as the
ability to recognize, assimilate, and apply new valuable information), institutions aim to
convert their potential ACs (as dispersed individually over their knowledge workers) into
their organization’s realized AC. One key PKMS-OKMS-synergy is, thus, to collaboratively
interlink and collectively harvest prior accumulated knowledge subsets for mutual benefit;
meaning, “not at the expense of disinterested employees but as a means to motivate them and
serve their self-interests,” bearing in mind that the lack of OKMS’s acceptance is contributing
to their failures (Schmitt, 2016d). To apply the SECI and Ba Model effectively, Nonaka et al.
(2000) have advised organizational leadership respectively to not only support knowledge
visions, assets and proficiencies but also personal commitment, trust and autonomy.

5. Discussion and conclusions
This article has shown that the expansion of the extended CKDT (as initially exemplified for
generative knowledge heritage transfer in the culinary field) to the KMS development
domain provides a valuable tool to rationalize the importance of further essential
affordances. By sharing the direction of the SICEE workflow cycle, the CKDT contributes to
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validating the PKMS concept but also indicates the PKMS’s utility for supporting CKDT
design processes.

With an emphasis on scaling, the article argued for the PKMS approach by touching on
six critical areas (Section 4) aligned with Popper’s notion of the three worlds. Summarized as
overlapping circles (Figure 4) placed in a currently OKMS-dominated space of document-
centricity with institutional and preservation foci. These critical areas do not exist in
isolation but may benefit from a PKMS technology, which further strengthen their bonds
and synergies by engaging in ‘thermodynamic’ knowledge dynamics.

5.1 The rational constructivist perspective of meme-based authorship and knowledge
retention for learning
To validate the envisaged PKMS functionalities and affordances, the prototype testing
already includes the meme-based representation of the PKMS publications’ content,
enriched by captured links (to cited and citing memes, documents or agents), classifications
(to keywords, meta-memes or projected topics), accesses (to usage histories), structural
references (sequences of scrips-in-progress, drafts or final outputs) and by additional
external and personal content. This negentropic richness is ready to be rationally
repurposed to create e-learning assets/units in a LMS environment by leveraging further
analogies, metaphors [14], visuals, maps, frameworks and concepts.

This PKMS spin-off project aims for a KM eLearning course as a proof-of-concept for
also hosting content from other domains. It envisages to afford users superior supply-side
learning, researching, and sharing experiences (as part of C5 in Figure 1) to further support
the network effects alluded to. By leveraging the meme-based cumulative synthesis
approach, LMS-compatible learning assets are used to create a topographical educational
landscape, which provides learners alternative non-linear pathways to initiate and
commence their learning experience and assessments. After unit completions, the respective
memes may also be supplied to the learners’ PKMS devices for easing retention, referencing
or repurposing. Due to the additional memetic PKMS relationships, these memes also
facilitate advancing one’s studies by using the complementing WHOMER traceabilities
(Schmitt and Saadé, 2017).

5.2 The emotional motivational perspective of aligning knowledge with skill development to
mitigate opportunity divides
Frustratingly, the lack of supporting tools has been a relentless source for causing PKM4D
demotivators inhibiting the personal KM and research capacitating of knowledge workers
(Bush, 1945; Kahle, 2008; Levy, 2011; Pollard, 2008; Wiig, 2011; Nielsen, 2012) [15]. It also
coincides with the endemic failures of engaging in research relevant to the needs of
stakeholders, as well as of adequately translating any respective outcomes for the relevant
audiences’ fruitful consumption (O’Raghallaigh et al., 2011). “Examples of truly relevant and
highly impactful DSR” presented in top journals might help to remedy the situation,
although the respective projects’ often large-scale collaborative nature, broad
methodological scope and diverse stakeholders’ interests might pose obstacles inhibiting
publication (Herwix and Rosenkranz, 2019).

The envisaged PKMS concept and tool aim to addresses these deficiencies. As a diversity
of individuals face increasingly complex choices and challenging environments require new
sustainable digital socio-economical ecosystem approaches, gaining and earning trust by
committing to a “structural composition of intent – call it promise engineering” becomes
critical (Burgess, 2015).
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By coupling the generative attributes via the ten digital ecosystems (Schmitt, 2019a) with
the ‘exciters and delighters’ levels, the PKM4D heuristic provides a credible opportunity to
realize the ‘promise’ of a decentralized KM revolution. Similar to the personal computer
revolution, Levy envisages such a KM scenario as giving “more power and autonomy to
individuals and self-organized groups” and stresses the need for education “to encourage in
students the sustainable growth of autonomous” PKM capacities and the “need for a
personal discipline for collection, filtering and creative connection (among data, among
people, and between people and data flows)” (Levy, 2011). PKMS devices and the eLearning
concepts suggested in the previous sub-section would, hence, be well capacitated to lift the
spirit of those currently affected by the opportunity divides alluded to.

5.3 The spiritual self-transcending perspective of sharing opportunities to build human
heritage knowledge and individual commitment
The centralized WHOMER content aims to transcend Popper’s Third World (abstract,
intangible, inaccessible, non-interrogatable representation) to emerge as an expandable
transdisciplinary unified knowledge base in a negentropic state of associative integrity
which is tangible, accessible and interrogatable. It not only substitutes the entropic ‘book-age’
document-centric with a negentropic ‘digital-age’ meme-based storage paradigm but also
strives to capture the ‘creative spirit’ as emphasized in the cuisine-related case study. In a
parallel mission, the PKM4D progressive levels try to uplift knowledge workers’ dual roles as
contributors to and beneficiaries of personal, organizational and societal performances by
affording “continuous life-cycle support from citizen, trainee, student, novice, or mentee to
activist, professional, expert, mentor or leader” (Schmitt, 2019b).

In motivating their SECI model, Nonaka et al. (2000) define knowledge creation as a
closely related “continuous, self-transcending process through which one transcends the
boundary of the old self into a new self by acquiring a new context, a new view of the world
and new knowledge.” The highest PKM4D levels refer, fittingly, to an ability that seeks to
further causes beyond self and “may involve service to others [to achieve self-actualization]
or a devotion to an ideal (e.g. truth, art) or a cause (e.g. social justice, environmentalism,
pursuit of science, religious faith)” (Koltko-Rivera, 2006). As “one of the ideals of social
knowledge management is clearly its de-compartmentalization, exchangeability and
commensurability” (Levy, 2011), as well as the removing or barriers that prevent potential
contributors from engaging in a wider sharing and faster diffusion for more rapid iterative
improvement (of ideas, sources, data, work-in-progress, preprints and/or code) (Nielsen,
2012), the notion of contributing to a human ‘heritage’ knowledge and of capturing designs’
creative spirit clearly qualifies. Compared to the culinary case where the professional
experience and ‘creative spirit’ of just one or a few chefs need to be captured and
disseminated conventionally via books, the PKMS aims to facilitate creative conversations
within a growing community of diverse social actors.

5.4 The way ahead toward a meme-based decentralized personal knowledge management
system future
Since rational, emotional, and spiritual gifts, means, ends and contexts synergetically
interact, their manifestations as knowledge voids, progress principles, value criteria and
object structures within a CKDT or PKMS workflow (Figure 1) need to be considered in a
systemic and systematical manner. Any solution, thus, requires affording a versatility of
resources and a generative potential to strengthen the community members’ prospective
capabilities. These requirements push a succeeding PKMS to become a general-purpose-
technology (GPT) defined as a prevailing technology which, being accepted on a broad scale,
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exists for a longer period of time to impact on an economy in a pervasive, improving and
innovation generating way (Cantner and Vannuccini, 2012). A recent paper followed up on
these aspiration and positively benchmarked the envisaged PKMS against twelve objective
criteria (Figure 3 left) defining disruptive innovations and general-purpose technologies
(Schmitt, 2019b), including the aspects of scaling and network effects expanded upon in this
article.

The ultimate proof of a concept is, inherently, its real-world acceptability, suitability and
feasibility. To ease challenging tensions between radically new and potentially disruptive
perspectives, the PKMS adopts an ‘emergent innovation’ approach (Peschl and Fundneider,
2014) to bridge the gap with traditional KM theories and practices and promote a OKMS-
PKMS-co-evolution as evidenced in this and prior cited work.

Further publications are under review or planned include the decontextualization of the
PKMS meta-framework to provide a boundary object for wider application, the outlining of
a Desirable Sustainability Vision for the PKMS roll-out, research of how the memetic PKMS
storage compares to traditional document-centric approaches (e.g. Google Scholar,
ResearchGate) and how the PKMS compares to, can make use of and add to semantic web
and artificial intelligence technologies.

Notes

1. Theory effectiveness represents a DSR paradigm which expects designs to be purposeful – both in
terms of utility (a matter of content) and communication (a question of presentation) to an
audience (O’Raghallaigh et al., 2011).

2. A exploratory study into the cumulative development of a body of information science (IS)
knowledge, in particular through design theories, is not only concerned about the lack of similar
research but also alarmed about the paucity of follow-up research that test or extend the IS design
theories investigated, considering that this important collective objective may be instrumental for
the further evolution of the DSR field within and beyond the IS discipline (Schuster et al., 2018).

3. An assessment of the role of artifacts in the KM field (1997-2015) found that empirical works
outnumbered conceptual contributions by two to one and lacked cumulativeness and consistency
in current KM debates (Mariano and Awazu, 2016).

4. The psycho-social notion of Generativity has been originally introduced by Erikson (1950) as the
second-last stage of a eight-stage development model to establish and guide the next generation.
It has recently stimulated discourses in technology, innovation and KM research embarking on
individual and collective generative capacities (e.g. outside-the-box thinking), as well as
generative fits (e.g. creating enabling technological ecosystems) which have prompted a broader
systemic PKMS-related review in Kybernetes (Schmitt, 2019a).

5. Object structures (KO): Elements and their dispositions that a designer can utilize to design, for
example, categories such as ingredients, products, techniques or elaborations.

6. Value criteria (KC): Designers and user’s beliefs, expectations, needs of desired outcomes, for
example, nutritional value, simplicity or novelty.

7. Knowledge voids (CV): Identified but missing object-structure-elements (known unknowns), for
example, activities to simplify or shorten operations, novel principles imported from other
domains.

8. Progress principles (CP): Design parameters not yet associated to object-structure-elements, for
example, client satisfaction, client’s thirst of novelty, science, themes, presentations or textures.

9. Memes were originally described by Dawkins as units of cultural transmission or imitation (e.g.
ideas, tunes, catch-phrases, skills, technologies). They are (cognitive) information-structures that
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evolve over time through a Darwinian process of variation, selection and transmission with their
longevity being determined by their environment (Dawkins, 1976). PKMS authoring, thus,
increases the potential of memes to mutate into new variants or form symbiotic relationships
with other memes (memeplexes) to mutually support each other’s fitness and to replicate
together.

10. The “grande cuisine” - whose heritage knowledge has been shared by the renowned chefs in their
books - has been described as “one of the most iconic crafts where creation and tradition co-evolve in
a rich number of ways” (Carvajal-Pérez et al., 2018; Hatchuel et al., 2019). Both, CKDT and PKMS,
benefit, of course, from the notion of “standing on the shoulders of giants” where creative authorship
adopts and adapts given wisdoms or frames original thoughts within existing structures of meaning
to appropriately resonate with the intended referent groups (Kolb and Collins, 2011).

11. The repository of the current prototype has been populated and processed with a variety of data
sets for classification, including, for example, personal contact bases and libraries; family trees;
cocktail database; directories of journals, universities, cities, regions and countries; “Excellence in
Research for Australia” database sets; industrial classification systems; standards and criteria for
MBA program accreditation (Schmitt, 2016a).

12. A ‘wicked’ problem is defined as open-ended in the sense that it is “ill-defined and characterized by
incomplete, contradictory and changing requirements and complex interdependencies and that the
information needed to understand the problem depends upon one’s idea for solving it” (Rylander, 2009).

13. Although the resulting network resembles a complex entity-relationship-model (Schmitt, 2017b),
due to standardized meme formats and self-referencing, all content can reside in a flat-file no SQL
database making the PKMS suitable for scaling.

14. Over five hundred distinctive external references represent the respective knowledge heritages
utilized (KSs-K1s/C1/1S). Disseminated via currently over 50 peer-reviewed publications, they
have initially expanded the recipient author’s conceptual space (K2/C2/2I) and generative
potential (K3/C3/3C) before being assimilated in the rationales presented in the knowledge space
(K) of multi-disciplinary conferences and journals (K4/C4) [while being continuously augmented
by reviewers’ and audiences’ feedbacks and ensuing citations (external C4s)].

15. Instead of identifying the PKMS target group of knowledge workers as members of a “Creative
Class” according to socioeconomic criteria and types of work (Florida, 2014), the PKMS adopts a
wider perspective centered on the virtue of responsibility: Knowledge workers are individuals who
continually strive to understand the world around them, take responsibility for their work lives and
modify their work practices and behaviors to better meet their personal and organizational objectives
and drive improvement, including the self-development of themselves and others (Gurteen, 2006).

16. The meta-meme-framework (Table 2) allows memetic entities to be categorized during users’
capturing and authoring activities according to three main meme types (hosts, sources and uses),
further differentiated in types and sub-types (classifications: left column, bottom four rows; topics
and scripts: types, right column, bottom two rows). These types also define sets of permissible
meta-relationships and connections and the scope of their data covering content (e.g. parts of this
paragraph, citations or visuals), aboutness (e.g. article review, wordcount or author’s profile),
structural connections (e.g. links between authors, papers, publishers, references), intent (e.g.
tasks to do) and monitoring (e.g. schedules, to-do-lists or progress made).
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